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The largest selection of motors, components and accessories for the HVAC/R Industry

PVC Cement, Cleaner & Primer
MARS SERIES 730

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73161 4 oz. clear 24
73162 8 oz. clear 24
73163 16 oz. clear 24

Oatey all purpose cement is a heavy bodied, clear cement
recommended for use on ABS, PVC or CPVC pipe and fittings.
For all pipe schedules, potable water pressure pipe, gas, conduit,
drain waste and vent pipe. Flows freely and provides a thick layer
of cement on the pipe. Helps to fill gaps in larger diameter pipe
and loose fitting joints. Apply at temperature 40°F to 100°F.
Exceeds performance requirements of ASTM D-2564, D-2864,
D-2235, F-493. Special applicator brush cap for fast and easy
installation.

Oatey All Purpose Cement - ABS, PVC, CPVC

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73156 16 oz. clear 24
73157 32 oz. clear 12

Oatey all weather cement is recommended for use on PVC pipe
and fittings up to 6” in diameter. Formulated for fast initial set up at
temperatures down to 10°F, for schdule 40 and schedule 80
potable water pressure pipe, gas, conduit, drain waste and vent
pipe. Thismedium bodied, clear cement flows freely andmaintains
good gap filling properties. Apply at temperatures 10°F to 100°F.
ExceedsASTM D-2564.

Oatey All Weather Cement-PVC

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73178 4 oz. purple 24
73179 8 oz. purple 24
73180 16 oz. purple 24
73185 32 oz. purple 24

Oatey purple primer is recommended for use onPVCandCPVC
pipe and fittings, all schedules and diameters. This purple tinted
aggressive primer is formulated to remove surface dirt, grease and
grime, as well as, soften the pipe surface to allow for a fast, secure
and permanent solvent weld. For use in area where code calls for
verification that a primer has been used. ExceedsASTM F-656.

Oatey Purple Primer - PVC, CPVC

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73165 4 oz. clear 24
73166 8 oz. clear 24
73167 16 oz. clear 24

Oatey heavy duty cement is recommended for use on pvc pipe
and fittings up to 12” in diameter for schedule 40 and schedule 80
potable water pressure pipe, gas, conduit, drain waste and vent
pipe. This heavy bodied cement flows freely and provides a thick
layer of cement on the pipe. A special brush cap applicatior is
provided.Apply at temperatures 40°F to 100°F. This clear cement
helps to fill gaps in larger diameter pipe and loose fitting joints.
ExceedsASTM D-2564.

Oatey Heavy Duty Cement - PVC

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73174 4 oz. clear 24
73175 8 oz. clear 24
73176 16 oz. clear 24
73177 32 oz. clear 12

Oatey regular cement is recommended for use on PVC pipe and
fittings up to 4” for DWV or schedule 40 and up to 2” for schedule
80 potable water pressure pipe, gas, conduit, drain waste and vent
pipe. It flows freely and sets up quickly.Apply at temperatures 40°F
to 100°F. ExceedsASTM D-2564. Special brush top appliactor.

Oatey Regular Cement - PVC

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73150 4 oz. blue 24
73151 8 oz. blue 24

OateyRain-R-Shine™ is a blue colored cement recommended
for PVC pipe and fittings up to 6” in diamter. A very fast setting
cement formulated for wet conditions and/or when quick
pressurization and fast installation is needed. For schedule 40
and schedule 80 potable water pressure pipe, irrigation, gas,
conduit, drain waste and vent pipe. Thismedium bodied cement
flows freely and covers with a thicker layer than regular PVC.
Apply at temperatures 40°F to 100°F.

Oatey Rain-R-Shine™ Cement - PVC

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73186 16 oz. clear 24

Oatey clear primer is a clear aggressive primer for use on PVC and CPVC
pipe and fittings for all schedules and diameters. This NSF listed formula
removes all surface dirt, grease and grime as well as softens pipe in
preparation for solvent cement. Meets ASTM F-656.

Oatey Clear Primer - NSF Listed - PVC, CPVC

MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION MARS

PACK
73170 8 oz. clear 24
73171 16 oz. clear 24
73172 32 oz. clear 12

Oatey all purpose cleaner is recommended for use on ABS,
PVC and CPVC pipe and fittings, all schedules and diameters.
This fast acting cleaner removes surface dirt, grease and grime.
Flows freely and evaporates quickly. Does not penetrate pipe
surface. Apply at temperatures 40°F to 100°F.

Oatey All Purpose Cleaner - PVC, CPVC, ABS


